
  

L Brands Accumulates Bullish Positions 

Ticker/Price: LB ($32.80) 

 

Analysis: 

L Brands (LB) with sellers earlier this morning in the May $30 and $28 puts, the former over 1600X, and name that 

has 20,000 January $32.50 calls in OI from buyers. LB has seen a steady stream of bullish flow since earlier this year 

with call buys and put sales across December, January, and as far out as Jan. 2022. Shares have outperformed the 

broader XRT by a wide margin in 2020 and flagging in a small range under $35 with a breakout move targeting $40+. 

LB is out of a weekly downtrend and next big VPOC up around $50. The $8.75B company trades 15.2X earnings, 0.77X 

sales, and 11.3X FCF. LB is almost entirely an event-driven focus now with the company re-committing in July to 

separating Bath & Body Works and Victoria’s Secret. BBW has been one of the stronger retail stories in recent years and 

outlook for a solid double-digit growth profile with margins continuing to expand into 2021 with tailwinds for their soap 

and sanitizer lines. Their body care business has also been resilient throughout the pandemic and they continue to see 

“self-gifting” providing a nice floor for comps. Analysts have an average target for shares of $29 with a Street High $50 

from JPM recently. The firm is "confident" in sustainable low-20% operating margins at Bath & Body Works with high-

single-digit same-store-sales and low-to-mid-single digit annual square footage growth translating to a double-digit 

compounding earnings profile. B Riley positive on 10/14 as they see LB as a winner post-COVID as "healthy" remaining 

retailers will win with omnichannel, lower rent negotiations, competitor eliminations, and store rationalization 

opportunities. Short interest is 3.7% and down from around 8% in June. Hedge fund ownership rose 16.6% in Q2, 

Melvin Capital has been a big buyer in the name since Q1 2020 and added another 14.7M shares recently for a total 

27.7M share position.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: LB is an intriguing reborn retailer story and the price-action and trend remain quite strong to 

align with the bullish options flow, one of the few brick and mortar retailers worth a look. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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